Special Advertorial Section

PRESENTS

DATA AND ANALYTICS
SERVICE PROVIDERS
When you work in an industry as fast paced and crucial to the American economy as the
mortgage industry, having data and analytics that you can rely on its of utmost importance. In our
special data and analytics guide, we feature a list of service providers and solutions that can help
you monitor and analyze your business statistics in some seriously powerful ways.
These data and analytics leaders are helping lenders, servicers, and other mortgage
professionals predict and model consumer behavior, mitigate risks, and better serve their buyers.
Knowledge is power; and no one is arming mortgage professionals more with the knowledge
they need to make important decisions more than thet data and analytics companies in the
following pages. Take a look to find new business partners who can take your business to the
next level and prepare you for 2018.
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AACER AND ANALYTICS
DATA
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION // DATA AND ANALYTICS SERVICE PROVIDERS

CORPORATE PROFILE

Epiq is a leading global provider of integrated technology and services for the legal profession and the
financial services industry. AACER is the leader in
bankruptcy court data and process automation for
optimizing servicing operations, investment activities and legal services.
COMPANY HISTORY

Epiq was founded in 1988 as a Chapter 13 bankruptcy services company. In the 1990s and 2000s,
Epiq expanded its product and service coverage
through organic growth and acquisitions, including
an acquisition of AACER. In 2016, Epiq joined with
DTI to become a global leader in legal services and
technology.
KEY PERSONNEL

Noah Ornstein
Managing Director

Darla Andersen

Director, Client Services

Deepa Nugent

Director, Operations
STAFFING

5,350 Epiq Employees
CONTACT INFORMATION

501 Kansas Ave.
Kansas City, KS 66105
Phone: 1.800.314.5550
Email: contact@epiqsystems.com
Web: Aacer.com

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

AACER allows lenders, servicers, investors, law firms
and others to easily and efficiently identify debtors in
bankruptcy, monitor dockets and events with workflow queues for effective portfolio management, and
search across and within cases, on-demand. As a
complete PACER replacement, AACER retrieves and
organizes data from every court in the country, allowing quick and convenient access through one easyto-use, reliable connection point. AACER retrieves,
automates and maps electronic court data, including
third-party data, for servicer payment operations,
investment decision-making and other custom needs.
In fact, AACER stands alone in its ability to automatically and precisely extract and deliver data from
documents from across the court system, eliminating
manual operations and associated risks and costs.
Clients use AACER loan audit services for portfolio
due diligence, remediation and ongoing servicing
acti ities.
s auto ated docu ent production
filing and state-of-the-art mail fulfilment services allow
seamless interaction with courts and stakeholders.
KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

Notification
s leading auto ated
notification services are used daily industry-wide to
identify new bankruptcy filings and debtors across
the U.S. court system, as well as the status of cases
with the highest precision in the market.
Monitoring—automatically track dockets and
claims registers, including more than 65 key case
ilestones.
s online proprietary platfor
also includes work queues, management and audit
features for the most effective management of
cases for any purpose.
Search–AACER has easy to use, proprietary search
that is available 24/7. Filter results by numerous
advanced criteria with one click. Receive search
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updates automatically. Search as far back in a case as
desired. You can retrieve the cases, claims registers,
documents and data you need from across electronic
court records right when you want them.
Data Extraction and Reporting—take advantage of
s leading e traction and apping technology
quality assurance analysts and industry expertise
to mine and transform any electronic data in the
bankruptcy court system. Compare and validate court
data with system of record data, trustee payment data,
and other data to provide the full spectrum of high value
services. Eliminate manual tasks and operations.
Loan Audit—use AACER to complete loan audit and
reconciliation for any servicing, remediation or due
diligence purpose, including to create ledgers and
reconcile accounts to complete borrower statements.
s top solution co bines e pert analysts
with servicing system, trustee payment and court
data mapping and process automation to deliver the
highest quality results with the fastest turnaround.
Workflow Automation and Fulfilment—automate
manual steps in any process, with easy Q&A-style
or automated data intake, screening and other
business rule applications. Automatically create
court documents, borrower statements, and other
critical materials; then file and mail anywhere in
the world with
s state of the art print and
mailing technology and expert managed services.
APIs–AACER services are available via API for
system-to-system data exchange for the highest
level of automation.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

s leading onshore solutions pair e pert bankruptcy and financial analysts with unmatched data and
process automation technologies. AACER solutions
are easy to onboard and use, and competitively priced.
AACER provides the broadest and deepest suite of
services, the highest quality results with 100% client
focus, delivering the greatest value in the market.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

AACER considers its clients as partners. AACER
works closely with clients to apply custom solutions
to address client-specific needs. Only AACER optimizes risk-adjusted returns for servicing operations,
investment and legal services, helping clients meet
and exceed their strategic, operational and financial
objectives.
INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES

• Legal Tech News—Innovation Award—2016

Black Knight, Inc.PROVIDERS
S SERVICE
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION // DATA AND ANALYTICS SERVICE PROVIDERS

CORPORATE PROFILE

s one of the world s leading fintechs lack night
is a premier provider of software and data and analytics across the loan lifecycle to the mortgage and
consumer loan, real estate, and capital markets verticals. Seamless integration of technology solutions
with insightful data and powerful analytics enables
clients to achieve a clearer vision of vital information
for immediate and future decision-making. Coupled
with lack night s deep understanding of the entire
ecosystem of mortgage-related information and
transactions, this results in a holistic view of clients
to help them achieve stronger performance.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

KEY PERSONNEL

Tom Sanzone

CEO, Black Knight

Joe Nackashi

President, Black Knight
and President, Servicing
Technologies

Kevin Coop

President and Group Executive,
Data & Analytics

Richard Gagliano

President, Black Knight
Origination Technologies

Tom Peterson

President, Black Knight Lending
Solutions

STAFFING

4,366 employees
CONTACT INFORMATION

601 Riverside Ave.
Jacksonville, FL 32204
Phone: 844.474.2537
Email: askblackknight@bkfs.com
Web: BlackKnightInc.com

Black Knight delivers actionable intelligence to help
clients reduce risk, increase profitability, and satisfy
regulatory requirements.
Comprehensive Data
• Public records: Massive property database
covering over 99.9 percent of the U.S. population
• MLS: Includes current, nationwide MLS data
through an exclusive partnership with Realtors
Property Resource® (RPR)
• Mortgage Performance: Provides extensive
repository of servicer-contributed, loan-level data
Advanced Analytics
• Machine learning and data sciences
• Valuation solutions (e.g., AVMs, HPI)
• Property, market, and portfolio analytics
• Prepayment and default models/scores
• Risk-management optimization tools
GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND COVERAGE AREA

lack night s public records data co ers ore
than 99.9 percent of the U.S. population from over
3,100 counties. Black Knight also offers access to
mortgage performance data from over 167 million
first-mortgage loans, more than 20 million home
equity loans, and MLS data from across the U.S.
KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

Black Knight not only aggregates and curates vast
amounts of best-source data but also offers in-depth
mortgage industry expertise and continuous innovation to develop unique solutions and fresh insights
that help clients overcome complex challenges.

lack night s data is collected updated and
verified to deliver high-quality information with
exceptional breadth, depth, and currency. With this
superior data feeding lack night s analytics as
well as its proven methodologies, the company is
able to deliver key insights for improved decisionmaking.
lack night s inno ati e data and analytics solutions benefit lenders, servicers, investors, and other
professionals by helping to improve strategic and
tactical performance; reduce costs; mitigate risk,
increase revenue; generate leads; and much more.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

THE BLACK KNIGHT DIFFERENCE
In addition to its leading data and analytics, Black
Knight provides proven enterprise technology solutions for origination, servicing, and default to many
of the nation s leading financial institutions. o other
provider offers the advantages delivered through
lack night s integration of decision uality data
and analytics with premier mortgage technology
solutions and platforms across the complete loan
lifecycle. Through close collaboration with clients,
Black Knight can develop solutions that effectively
address client needs and support their continued
success.
The company has decades of expertise and longterm stability, and it continuously invests in technology, data, and analytics to deliver new and innovative
solutions, solving problems in unique ways as the
industry e ol es. o e of lack night s ore
recent innovations include:
Index Suite: a series of indices that provide
insight into the housing and mortgage markets,
leveraging modeling and analytics techniques
perfected over 20 years, and expanding on Black
night s leading o e rice nde
Servicing Analytics Suite: a unique and powerful
solution that helps servicers more easily identify
portfolio risk and create effective loss mitigation
strategies
SiteXPro: a web-based portal that gives users
instant access to property and mortgage data for
lead generation and property reports
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ClaytonAND
Holdings ANALYTICS
DATA
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION // DATA AND ANALYTICS SERVICE PROVIDERS

CORPORATE PROFILE

Clayton Holdings provides information and services
that financial institutions, investors, and government
entities use to evaluate, acquire, securitize, service,
and monitor loans and asset-backed securities.
Clayton conducts its business with uncompromising honesty and integrity, and its employees are
committed to upholding solid principles of corporate
governance. As part of the overall governance,
layton s syste of internal controls includes organizational design, written policies and procedures,
operating practices, and controls to protect people
and assets. This integration of key activities helps
identify irregularities and reduce risk to a reasonable
level as quickly as possible.
COMPANY HISTORY

KEY PERSONNEL

Jeff Tennyson
President

Andy Pollock

Chief Revenue Officer

Tim Reilly

President, Green River Capital

Jeff Jonas

President, Red Bell Real Estate

John Levonick

Director, Regulatory Compliance

STAFFING

1000 employees
CONTACT INFORMATION

Founded in 1989, Clayton pioneered both the
residential due diligence and servicer surveillance
industries. Since that time, Clayton has performed
due diligence file reviews on more than 12 million
loans; has performed surveillance/oversight on
more than $2 trillion in original loan balance; and
conducts more than 235 residential mortgage servicer operational assessments annually.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

Clayton, a subsidiary of Radian Group Inc. (NYSE:
RDN), provides risk-based analytics, residential
loan due diligence, consulting, surveillance and
staffing solutions. The co pany s subsidiaries
include: Green River Capital, customized REO asset management and single-family rental services;
Red Bell Real Estate, advanced AVMs, BPOs and
technology to acquire and track performance of
loan portfolios and NPLs; ValuAmerica, national title
and appraisal management company and vendor
management technology provider; and Clayton Euro
Risk, global services.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

2638 S. Falkenburg Road,
Riverview, FL 33578
Phone: 877.291.5301
Fax: 203.712.8805
Email: sales@clayton.com
Web: clayton.com

For more than two decades, Clayton has been the
go-to provider of residential real estate advisory
services, analysis, and support services. Clayton offers unparalleled breadth and depth and is uniquely
positioned to bring impartial, effective solutions to
current market challenges and provide the most
robust experience to its clients.
Clayton is confident that its clients will realize great
benefits fro the co pany s e perience ad ice
customized services, and objectivity.
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layton s differentiators include
Pioneering the residential loan
due diligence industry
• Largest and longest-standing due diligence firm
in the industry
• Due diligence workforce of hundreds of
underwriters and team leads
• Exceptional reputation for quality, unbiased advice
• Clayton is an approved S&P and DBRS RMBS
third-party review (TPR) provider and meets the
standards of oody s itch atings and roll
Bond Ratings for presecuritization due diligence.
Pioneering credit risk management
/loan surveillance
• Possess a broad and vast array of historical
transaction data
• Significant experience performing targeted reviews
of assets to assess compliance with representations,
regulatory and legal requirements, investor
guidelines and settlement agreements, performing
300,000 targeted servicing loan reviews annually
• Depth of experience includes providing advisory
services, asset management services, and loan
review/due diligence for all property and credit types
• layton is the industry s first fir to be ranked
for RMBS Deal Agent (by both Fitch and
MorningStar) and as an Asset Representation
Reviewer.
Regulatory knowledge
• Clayton is an expert in all of the latest regulatory
compliance guidelines, including the TRID, ATR/
QM, FACTA, HMDA, and NRSRO rules.
• Clayton assesses current loan origination
programs and uses loan-level due diligence to
determine compliance with investor guidelines,
including Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the FHA.
Team of industry experts
• eyond tools and technology laytons ost
essential asset is its team of motivated, hard-working
industry experts. The company is convinced that its
employees are outstanding at what they do, and it
believes that clients will agree.
• layton s sub ect atter e perts ha e held
significant positions in the banking, residential,
and commercial real estate industries and bring
years of lending and operating experience to
layton. The co pany s pro ect tea s possess
best-practices knowledge of banking, finance,
and residential/commercial real estate operations,
from origination through special servicing,
workouts, and REO. They perform in-depth
analyses of both the quantitative and qualitative
aspects of all forms of residential real estate
management, loan file reviews, and servicing.

Collateral Analytics
S SERVICE
PROVIDERS
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION // DATA AND ANALYTICS SERVICE PROVIDERS

CORPORATE PROFILE

Collateral Analytics (CA) is the leading provider
of comprehensive automated valuation solutions
and real estate analytic products for large lenders,
mortgage servicers, mortgage insurers, appraisers, real estate brokers, investors, and the financial
services industry. CA is committed to building and
delivering the most advanced and innovative AVMs
and automated valuation products, premiere collateral and mortgage risk tools, and related products,
which incorporate
s leading edge analytics and
technology with a wide range of real estate and
mortgage-related databases. Six of the top 10 banks
in the U.S. use CA products.
COMPANY HISTORY

CA is comprised of a team of analytics and technology professionals led by Dr. Michael Sklarz, that has
been working closely together for nearly 15 years.

KEY PERSONNEL

Michael Sklarz, Ph.D.

Real Estate Products
• CA Market Expert Interactive AVM
• CA Agent Market Wizard
• CA HomePrice Trends
• CA Interactive Market Share
Consumer Real Estate Products
• CA Consumer AVM
• CA Home Seller Scores
KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

Collateral Analytics provides automated products for
the full lifecycle of mortgage lending, including customer acquisition and retention, property valuation
for origination, servicing and default management,
appraisal production and appraisal quality control,
real estate market condition monitoring and market
forecasts, and mortgage performance products for
predicting prepayment and default.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

Chairman and CEO

CA develops analytic products and tools to support
financial institutions, investment banks, appraisers,
real estate brokers, and real property capital market
activities.

Bob Raffa

Vice Chairman and CFO

Jonah Ungacta

Financial Products:

Chief nformation Officer

Automated Valuation Models
• CA Value AVM
• CA Value Market Condition AVM
• CA Value Forecast AVM
• CA Interactive AVM
• CA AVM Cascade
• CA Rental AVM

Stefan Pampulov

an Chief Operating Officer

Keith Agena

EVP, Chief Administrative and
egal Officer

Analytic Products
• CA HomePrice Trends Analytic Platform
• CA Home Price Indexes
• CA Home Price Forecasts
• CA Automated Market Condition

STAFFING

33 employees
CONTACT INFORMATION

Automated Valuation Products
• CA iAppraisal
• CA iDesktop
• CA iBPO
• CA iRMV

Hawaii Kai Towne Center
6700 Kalanianaole Highway,
Suite 210
Honolulu, HI, 96825
Phone: 808.527.2428
Email: info@collateralanalytics.com
Web: collateralanalytics.com

Risk Products
• CA Risk Profiler
• CA Complexity Profiler
• CA Credit Risk Model

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

CA is committed to working directly with its clients to
build and deliver the most advanced and innovative
automated real estate valuation and mortgage risk
products. This involves enhancing existing products
or building new ones with
s uni ue data assets
and analytic skills. CA prides itself on being highly
responsive to client needs, while at the same time
being very agile in providing solutions which are
typically measured in days or weeks rather than
months or years.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

CA offers customizable products and services
through state-of-the-art technological innovation
that provides greater and faster access to the most
accurate and timely data and information. These
products and services empower its clients, who it
views as business partners, to have high levels of
confidence in making critical and successful decisions.
KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS

s success starts with the co pany s esearch
and Development team led by Dr. Michael Sklarz
and Dr. Norman Miller. They apply their extensive
knowledge of and experience in real estate markets
to bring together the business and academic/
research worlds to create innovative and leadingedge solutions for clients, which are delivered with
superior customer service.

®
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First American
DATA
AND ANALYTICS
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION // DATA AND ANALYTICS SERVICE PROVIDERS

CORPORATE PROFILE

s the nation s largest pro ider of property data and
recorded docu ent i ages irst
erican offers a
data at your ser ice approach helping you benefit fro
co ple raw data that is standardi ed across all geographies aking it easy for custo ers to consu e.
This data standardi ation enables sea less access
to data through se eral sources ataTree.co
T
and also atch and append where irst
erican appends property data to files pro ided
by clients to their custo specifications. er ing the
ortgage lending and ser icing co
unity irst
erican offers ataTree as the ulti ate nationwide
resource for le eraging property data ho eownership infor ation and gaining ortgage insight.

ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

ataTree offers se eral other e clusi e benefits that
ake it an indispensable tool for ortgage lenders
and ser icers.
The Title Chain and Lien Report pro ides direct
access to the property and ownership infor ation
contained in irst
erican s title databases for
infor ation once e clusi ely a ailable through the
title co pany.
oing beyond property data and research
DataTree.com offers the streamlined solution to
fulfill any of the typical ser ices needed when
processing a loan. erfect for ho e e uity lending
or to si plify e ery day loan production.

COMPANY HISTORY

CONTACT INFORMATION

4 First American Way
Santa Ana, CA 92707
Phone: 866.377.6639
Email:

dtresales.sna.ca@firstam.com
Web: DataTree.com
ataTree akes no e press or i plied warranty respecting the infor ation presented
and assu es no responsibility for errors
or omissions. First American and DataTree
are registered trade arks of irst
erican
inancial orporation and or its affiliates.
irst
erican ataTree and le earch
are registered trade arks or trade arks of
irst
erican inancial orporation and
or its affiliates. Third party trade arks are
used with per ission. Try t out for free today
at ataTree.co
reeTrial.

irst
erican holds historic roots alongside
odern data inno ations in fintech. s a leading
pro ider of property data and recorded docu ent
i ages irst
erican is constantly deli ering
ad ance ents that help ortgage lenders and
ser icers le erage data to pro ide the insight and
certainty to propel their business forward. ataTree
fro
irst
erican is the perfect intersection
of irst
erican s data and fintech that work in
synchrony to e power our subscribers with the
fle ibility and transparency to work the way they
want and need to.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Data and Document Depth and Breadth
nderstanding that data is the new currency dri ing
profitable ortgage lending and ser icing ataTree
by irst
erican pro ides access to the broadest
data co erage in the industry including property
ownership data co ering
percent of the . .
housing stock
billion recorded docu ent i ages the largest nationwide database of
inforation real estate listings updated daily and ore.
Only on DataTree.com
FlexSearch™ is the powerful recorded docu ent
search and disco er tool. nstantly search for any
key word or phrase and ataTree will search billions
of recorded docu ent i ages across the street
county, or the nation.
TotalView is the only auto ated property research
report that a ortgage lender ay e er need. roperty
ownership encu brance and arket data along
with real ti e property ta
data and in oluntary
liens are elegantly packaged into a concise report.
The infor ation loan officers need when alidating
borrower infor ation is all right there in Total iew
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• Flood determinations
• ppraisals
or on entional
•
er
industry leading
s
• roperty ownership and encu brance reports
basic and two owner
•
s or alternati e aluations
• ppraisal re iews field or desktop
Data at Your Service
ataTree custo ers ha e the fle ibility to choose
how to le erage property centric data through the
deli ery channel that best fits their business needs.
ccess irst
erican data in real ti e through
or work directly with our data e perts to identify
and co pile the infor ation you need to sol e
your toughest business challenges. r you can
license irst
erican data to enhance your own
applications or add alue to your clients solutions
with irst
erican s icensing options.
INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES

irst
erican atabase olutions is proud to be a
recipient of the
ron e te ie ward for ales
and usto er er ice.
irst

erican is also ranked as one of the ortune
est o panies to ork or® and is also listed
as a Fortune®
co pany.
irst
erican is proud to ha e been recogni ed
as one of the
est orkplaces for o en by
Fortune® aga ine in
.

HouseCanary PROVIDERS
S SERVICE
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION // DATA AND ANALYTICS SERVICE PROVIDERS

CORPORATE PROFILE

HouseCanary is the authoritative source for accurate
residential real estate information that covers every
residential block in the U.S., analyzed and visualized
in real time for better, faster decision-making.
COMPANY HISTORY

KEY PERSONNEL

Jeremy Sicklick

CEO and Co-Founder

Chris Stroud

Chief of Research and Co-Founder

Paul Wehrley
COO

Jim Adams
CTO

Martin Morzynski
CMO

Chris Conway

SVP and Head of Product
STAFFING

Approximately 110
CONTACT INFORMATION

201 Spear St. #1050
San Francisco, CA 94501
Phone: 855.218.9597
Email: info@housecanary.com
Web: housecanary.com

Jeremy Sicklick and Chris Stroud founded
HouseCanary in 2014, with the goal of helping people make better real estate decisions. The company
has since grown to nearly 100 employees, and has
expanded its datasets to cover every residential
property in the U.S. HouseCanary is revolutionizing
the way homes are purchased, appraised, valued,
and sold. With a team of world-class data scientists, HouseCanary has created the most accurate
forecasting models in the industry, and has packaged
its knowledge into easy-to-use software tools for appraisers, brokers, investors, and lenders.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

Lenders: ouse anary s aluation uite offers
lenders objective collateral valuations for all levels
of risk. ro the industry s ost accurate residential
edian error of . percent to alue eport
the comprehensive desktop valuation tool available
on demand for 100 million properties, to the unique
Agile AppraisalT , a faster, lower-cost alternative to
BPOs, 2055, or 1004 appraisals, the suite allows
lenders to qualify and underwrite with unprecedented speed and accuracy. The data and analytics
underpinning our aluation uite are a ailable to
lenders to value properties through the life of the
loan and they re also a ailable ia
and atch
& Append to deliver valuations in bulk, on demand.
Investors: ouse anary s aluation uite allows
institutional investors faster deal diligence, more
accurate valuations, and the ability to optimize
property and loan portfolios with data available on
de and and in bulk. agine a centrali ed hub
that tells you which properties to retain, which to
sell, which to upgrade and then sell, and which
to upgrade and re-lease at optimal rent. All this is
possible in minutes, allowing teams of analysts to
redeploy their time.
Real Estate Brokers and Agents: HouseCanary
elevates real estate professionals with the most
complete and accurate home valuations and
analytics for every block and property in the U.S.
ro iding the
uch ore than a
the alue
eport ser es as a tool that helps agents gi e their
clients the why behind their ho e s alue.
Appraisers: HouseCanary saves appraisers time and
money with all-in-one cloud appraisal software that can
be accessed from your desktop, tablet, or phone.

KEYS FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Aggregating millions of data elements, including more
than four decades of property data and a rapidly
expanding arsenal of proprietary calculations and
analytics, allows HouseCanary to accurately forecast
residential home values and identify market influences
to help real estate professionals make mission-critical
decisions, such as property selection, valuation, underwriting, and portfolio optimization. Our mobile, web,
and
products are trusted by leading institutional
investors, lenders, and real estate brokers.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

By indexing and analyzing over 40 years of residential data and a billion transactions, HouseCanary offers residential forecasts for e ery etro
code
and block in the United States with an unmatched
0.7 percent error rate over 12 months. With our
comprehensive data set and easy-to-use software,
lenders can qualify and approve clients faster than
e er while knowing they ha e the industry s ost
accurate forecasting models on their side.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

tili ing the industry s ost co prehensi e data set
HouseCanary brings value to clients with every real
estate decision they ake. n addition to the ost
accurate, real-time lending database in the U.S.,
HouseCanary can pre-qualify potential mortgage
customers, speeding up the process and reducing
lenders credit risk. ouse anary also offers an array
of software solutions for appraisers, brokers, and
agents that help them work smarter, faster, and more
efficiently—saving them time and money.
KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS

ouse anary s success starts with a talented dedicated e cited tea . They include so e of real estates
brightest strategists, statisticians, and software engineers working e ery day to ake sure ouse anary s
products are user-friendly and accurate. Ultimately,
ouse anary s success depends on its custo ers
success. f it can help the
ake better faster real
estate decisions, then everybody wins.
INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES

• Named one of the most innovative companies by
ousing ire s Tech
o er the last two years
• elected as eal state artner for oogle loud
• Financed by notable investors including Hillspire
lphabet ecuti e hair an ric ch idt s
fa ily office
rowth
apital fir
founded by entrepreneur and former Commerce
ecretary enny rit ker lpha dison
entures a en entures and others top ilicon
alley in estors
• eleased gile ppraisalT platform in
September 2017
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Mercury
Network, ANALYTICS
DATA
AND
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION // DATA AND ANALYTICS SERVICE PROVIDERS

a CoreLogic Company

CORPORATE PROFILE

Mercury Network is a valuation technology and
platform company that provides market-leading
software, data, and analytics used by nearly 1,000
emerging and mid-sized mortgage lenders and appraisal management companies (AMCs) to manage
their collateral valuation operations.
COMPANY HISTORY

KEY PERSONNEL

Devi Mateti

Executive, CoreLogic Valuation
Technology Solutions

Jennifer Miller

Senior Leader, CoreLogic
Valuation Technology Solutions
and President, Mercury Network

Terry Mitchum

Senior Leader, Software
Engineering and CTO, CoreLogic
Mercury Network
STAFFING

Approximately 100 Mercury
Network employees, with over
40 staff dedicated to product
development and IT.
CONTACT INFORMATION

501-D NE 122nd St.
Oklahoma City, OK 73114
Phone: 1.800.434.7260
Email: info@mercuryvmp.com
Web: MercuryVMP.com
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Mercury Network was founded in 2009 and was
designed to provide a firewall between real estate
appraisers and loan production staff. Mercury
Network has grown over the years through acquisitions of other technology leaders in the property
valuation technology space, including Platinum Data
Solutions and Appraisal Scope. In 2017, Mercury
Network was acquired by Irvine, California-based
CoreLogic.
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Mercury Network utilizes its technology solutions to
empower mortgage lenders, AMCs, and appraisers to comply with federal and state regulations
regarding appraiser independence and third-party
oversight.

Innovation. Mercury Network produces a major
software release every two weeks on average. In
2016, 118 new features were released in 18 major
software updates and 48 new integrations were
added with third-party technology providers.
Service. Dedicated implementation specialists,
integration teams, and client relations professionals
gi e ercury etwork s clients faster solutions.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

The data and analytics of collateral valuation are
critical to underwriting decisions and efficient operations. ercury etwork s custo ers ha e access
to the current data and analytics for appraisal fees
delivered in a monthly subscription to inform their
compliance and operational strategy. In addition, Mercury Network clients have access to an
independent AVM performance testing tool, OptiVal,
designed to surface and rank the best-performing
AVMs in each specific geographic region, providing enhanced visibility and transparency for AMCs,
investors, mortgage lenders, mortgage insurers,
servicers, credit unions, mortgage compliance
companies, and banks.
KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

Mercury Network offers appraisal and collateral
valuation management software for residential and
commercial appraisals, as well as an innovative
suite of collateral valuation products, alternative
valuation products, and valuation data and analytics
subscriptions. Mercury Network is integrated with
more than 300 third-party technology providers, including all major loan origination software platforms
and appraisal management companies.
GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND COVERAGE AREA

Mercury Network is customer focused, and that
philosophy has been a key factor in the co pany s
success. Rather than force lenders or AMCs into
workflow or operations that do not suit their businesses, Mercury Network is a flexible platform
that empowers clients to automate their own best
practices. With integrations to the major software
applications available today, a contributor to
ercury etwork s success has been its co
itment to quickly developing the solutions its clients
really want with technology that integrates with the
rest of the clients syste s.

Mercury Network is available nationwide as an
SaaS platform.
KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

• Fast and efficient appraisal operations
• High-quality appraisals and fast vendor service
• Improved borrower experience

INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES

•
•
•
•

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Experience. Nearly 1,000 lenders and AMCs use
Mercury Network. That volume gives Mercury
significant experience across more types of entities
than any other provider.

•
•

inalist for ender s hoice ward in
Ellie Mae Hall of Fame
2017: Almost 10,000 installs of mobile application
on iOS and Android
erica s Top ortgage
ployers
2016 and 2017: Best Place to Work in Oklahoma
presented by The Journal Record
2016: 99 pecent Customer Service Satisfaction
rate
our ti e winner of rogress in ending s annual
Innovations Awards
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GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND COVERAGE AREA

USA, Puerto Rico, and Europe
CORPORATE PROFILE

For over 28 years, MIAC has been the preferred provider of mortgage asset analytical software, (MIAC
AnalyticsTM), MSR and whole loan valuation and
brokerage services, secondary market, and MSR
hedge advisory solutions to the financial community.
COMPANY HISTORY

Since 1989, MIAC has built mortgage-pricing models for whole loans and MSRs.

KEY PERSONNEL

Rob Branthover

Managing Director, Secondary
Solutions Group

Joe Furlong

Managing Director, Due Diligence
and Borrower Analytics Group

Steve Harris

Managing Director, Whole Loan
Brokerage Services

Sachit Kumar

Managing Director, Software
Sales

Dan Thomas

Managing Director, MSR
Brokerage Services
CONTACT INFORMATION

521 5th Ave.
9th Floor, New York, NY 10175
Phone: 212.233.1250
Email:

products@miacanalytics.com
Web: MIACAnalytics.com

In the early 1990s; MIAC pioneered the hedging of
MSRs by leveraging Option-Adjusted Spread risk
models. In the early 2000s, MIAC became the market
leader in secondary market hedge advisory services
and analytical software. After the financial crisis,
MIAC leveraged historical loan performance
data to build behavioral models (CoreTM) that are
integrated into VisionTM, Balance Sheet/Income
Statement simulation suite. MIAC AnalyticsTM also
offers residential, commercial, and consumer loan
due diligence services leveraging our VeriFiTM due
diligence management solution in tandem with MSR
and whole-loan brokerage activities.
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

MIAC Analytics offers Current Expected Credit
Loss (CECL) solutions and Comprehensive Capital
Analysis and Review (CCAR) stress testing.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

• MIAC Analytics–a comprehensive suite of
software solutions from loan-level due diligence
and data auditing to asset pricing calculators
to entire balance sheet and income statement
simulation
• Provides the largest independent third-party
valuations for residential and commercial
mortgages and MSRs
• MSR and whole-loan brokerage services.
• Loan file due diligence services and project
management solutions
• State-of-the-art CECL and CCAR solutions, either
fully outsourced or software licensing solutions.
• Independent Risk Retention Analysis on new
securitizations
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

To competitors, CECL is a new initiative requiring
them to build their capabilities from scratch. To
MIAC, CECL is what the company has been doing
as the best in class since
s founding o er
years ago. MIAC has built and used its own loan
credit models (Core™) in order to provide third-party

pricing of loans. Providing a valuation of a residential mortgage, consumer loan, or auto loan requires
a robust esti ate of each loan s current e pected
credit loss and cash flow generation through a
variety of economic scenarios.
MIAC is far and away the largest provider of thirdparty pricing/valuation services of loans in the industry today. MIAC has developed and validated an
open and transparent process software, methods
and results. These are the requirements of best-inclass CECL solutions.
ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

MIAC Analytics is used to price more mortgage and
loan assets in the banking, insurance and nonbanking sectors than any other software. The co pany s
pricing models have been developed with an enormous amount of national historical loan performance
data and MIAC Analytics software tools.
s odels and our software ha e been alidated through formal OCC compliant model validations for over 20 years. These are the same tools
the CECL users will be required to use regularly to
reforecast the current expected credit loss.
KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS

The primary reason MIAC Analytics is so successful
is that MIAC uses MIAC Analytics to perform valuation tasks. MIAC Analytics is continually being put to
the test to address real world problems in forecasting current expected credit loss and is continually
enhancing MIAC Analytics to make the tools more
effective in their purpose.
The largest and most challenging user of MIAC
Analytics is MIAC. Yes, the largest financial institutions license and use MIAC Analytics for asset
pricing and balance sheet risk management, but
the intimate and regular contact between user and
developers, combined with tight adherence to formal
software development and release procedures enable MIAC Analytics to continue to be best in class.
INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES

• MIAC provides more third-party asset valuations
for residential and commercial mortgages and
MSRs than any other RM.
• MIAC Analytics is licensed to model and price
more loan and MSR assets than any other
analytics software in the financial industry.
• Over $2 trillion in mortgage assets are priced and
hedged with MIAC Analytics each month.
•
ore
are priced with
s
s
prepayment dealer consensus survey than any
other prepayment survey.
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Veros Real
Estate Solutions
DATA
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ANALYTICS
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®

CORPORATE PROFILE
®

Veros Real Estate Solutions (Veros) is a leader
in predictive technology for the financial services
industry and an award-winning provider of real
estate analytics for the entire mortgage lending
chain from origination to the capital markets. Veros
provides essential tools for comprehensive property
valuation and risk assessment to mortgage lenders,
servicers, rating agencies, and the investment community, both private and government-sponsored.
COMPANY HISTORY

KEY PERSONNEL

Darius Bozorgi

Co-founder, President, and CEO

Bijan Bozorgi

CFO and Cofounder

David Rasmussen
SVP, Operations

Charles “Chuck”
Rumfola

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

SVP, Strategic Initiatives and
Sales

eros enterprise risk anage ent solutions automate the ordering, tracking, review, acceptance,
quality control, scoring and delivery of appraisals,
broker price opinions (BPOs), and AVMs. Veros
offers next-gen risk assessment products, analytics,
and real estate data to enhance the power of valuations, as well as automating the criteria, assignment,
and management of these products.

Eric Fox

VP, Statistical and Economic
Modeling
STAFFING

80 employees

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

CONTACT INFORMATION

2333 N. Broadway, Suite 350,
Santa Ana, California 92706
Phone: 714.415.6300
866. 458.3767 toll-free
Email:

communications@veros.com
Web: Veros.com
Twitter: @verosres

TM
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Innovating mortgage technology since 2001, Veros
continues to hold a leading role in the industry s collateral valuation space. The company has excelled as
a premium provider of automated valuation models
(AVMs), as well as residential market forecasts, home
price indices, market risk scoring tools, and mark-tomarket methodologies, among others. These solutions
provide clients with the capacity for more proactive
portfolio management, increased conversion rates and
deeper insights into potentially risky scenarios earlier
in the transaction. Veros has a proven track record for
major industry systems development and implementations. Veros is the official technology provider for Fannie
Mae® and reddie ac s nifor
ollateral ata
®
Portal®
), including managing all the system-tosystem direct integrations. Additionally, Veros built the
lectronic ppraisal eli ery
portal for
.
.

VeroPRECISION™: Veros introduced the mortgage
industry s first aluation decision engine at the
property level—VeroPRECISION. VeroPRECISION
intelligently identifies which property is a
viable candidate for an AVM. Once identified,
VeroPRECISION utilizes sophisticated data analysis
to deliver the most accurate AVM for that specific
property fro the industry s two top perfor ing
AVM providers. When an AVM is not suitable, the
property is automatically sent to the appropriate
valuation tool. VeroPRECISION is a game changer
for the mortgage industry both from a compliance,
cost and performance standpoint.
VeroVALUESM: eros flagship
ero
continues to lead the industry in hit rate and
accuracy. With documented internal and third party

testing ero
deli ers property aluations
with unrivaled reliability.
VeroSELECTSM: ero
T is a robust aluation
fulfilment system for managing valuation risk
strategies. The syste pro ides access to eros
suite of valuation tools, including BPOs, Property
Condition Reports, and property risk products.
ero
T allows for a irtually unli ited array of
AVM cascade configurations.
VeroFORECASTSM: With more than 10 years of
proven, consistent, and documented accuracy,
VeroFORECAST applies advanced analysis to
econometric, real estate and market data to deliver
projected change in property values along with
market trends.
PATHWAYSM
T
offers a direct connection
to the
s
and
data collection
solutions as well as to
s
portal.
VeroDATAFISM which le erages T
is
eros
certified web based data anage ent
platform designed to help lenders streamline and
auto ate the secure deli ery of the
files
directly to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Veros brings a proven track record of stability and
system uptime, a strong reputation for model quality,
unsurpassed hit rates in key areas of the . . as
well as reliable, transparent value estimates, and
confidence scores. The company continues to innovate to bring efficiency and accuracy of data—enabling better decisions for the mortgage industry.
• 2014-2017 “Most Innovative Tech Companies”,
T
ward
•
arket nfluence
T
• 2014 “Transforming Valuations”, Mortgage
Technology
• 2010-2014 Top 50 Service Provider, Mortgage
Technology
•
Tech ll tar
arius o orgi
Mortgage Banking
• 2010 Synergy Award, Mortgage Technology
KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS

Veros is committed to developing products that
will help its clients meet the demands of complex
industry regulations, as well as quickly and successfully adapt to the evolving mortgage landscape for
profitable business results.
Veros is focused on combining its predictive analytic
prowess with its industry expertise to create advanced
forms of business intelligence software. These platform solutions enable companies to better predict and
control portfolio risk, mortgage fraud, and regulatory
compliance all with streamlined efficiency.

